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Abstract: High voltage transmission has been chosen in electric power system due to its
capability to transfer a large amount of electric power. Several key equipments such as
generator, transformer, GIS, cable and insulator play important role in determining the
reliability of the power system. The high voltage equipments in general contain gas, liquid or
solid insulation. Defects and a particular condition may lead to extremely high electric field.
Particularly at interfaces between gas and solid and liquid insulations, the excessive electric
field may cause the breakdown of the gas while the liquid and solid insulations are still able to
withstand the electric field. This phenomena is referred as partial discharge (PD). Partial
discharges in high voltage equipments for long time may degrade the quality of the insulation
and at the same time the appearance of discharges can be used as diagnostic signal for
assessing the condition of the insulation inside the high voltage equipments. Partial discharge
is an important subject investigated by many researchers and discussion in many international
conferences as well as international journals or transactions. This paper discusses the
measurement and experimental results and analysis on time-resolved partial discharges in gas,
liquid and solid insulation. The partial discharges are presented in various distribution such as
ɸ-q-n, ɸ-n and three dimensional distribution. Here ɸ is phase angle, q is the discharge
magnitude and n is the discharge number. Based on the partial discharge data, diagnosis
methods of high voltage equipments as also presented.
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1. Introduction
High voltage insulation is the most important part of a high voltage equipment used in an
electric power system. The main task of the insulation is to withstand a high electric field
between phases or phase and neutral. In excessive high electric field due to the appearance of
field enhancement sites like void or protrusion, partial discharge (PD) may occur. The
appearance of partial discharges may indicate insulation aging and in long term this may
further reduce the integrity of the insulation leading to the failure of the equipments. The
failure of high voltage equipment may significantly contribute to the system failure. Table 1
shows the typical contribution of equipment failure to the system failure due to insulation
problems [1,2].
In the past time Time Based or Breakdown Maintenance were commonly implemented in
power utilities, however, thank to the advancement of diagnostic technology, recently,
Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) of high voltage equipments is widely adopted[3-5]. The
CBM program is conducted based on the assessment of the equipment conditions. Diagnosis of
high voltage equipments is the key for effective CBM implementation. Many researchers and
utilities developed diagnosis methods to assess the equipment conditions. Partial discharge
measurement is an important method to diagnose high voltage equipments[6-11]. This paper
reports the fundamental of partial discharge, the experimental result of PD measurements and
time-resolved partial discharge analysis in gas, liquid and solid insulation.
For more effective diagnosis and deeper understanding of PD phenomenon, simulation of
PD using an equivalent model was introduced[12-15]
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Table 1. Contribution to system failure and failure due to insulation
problems for main HV equipments [1,2]
Failure due to
Contribution to
Insulation
Equipments
system failure (%)
Problem (%)
Insulators
35
90
Generators
15
47
Transformers
12
84
GIS & switchgear
15
95
Power Cables
10
89
2. Partial Discharge Fundamental
A. Partial discharge occurrance
In general, a high voltage equipment contains insulation (gas, liquid or solid) and high
voltage part. Electric field enhancement sites such as protrusion or void may exist in the
insulation during fabrication, installation or operation of the equipments. Gas-filled void in
solid insulation as shown in figure 1 has a lower permittivity than solid insulation. Due to the
difference of the permittivity then, the electric field strength in void will be higher than those in
the solid insulation. On the other hand the gas-filled void has much lower breakdown strength
(around 30 kV/cm) than the insulation material (MV/cm). Therefore, it is very probable that the
gas inside void breakdown before the insulation. Partial discharge (PDs) occurs when the
electric field across the void exceeds the breakdown strength of gases in the void which is
typically around 30 kV/cm.

Figure 1. A Void in Solid Insulation
The PD is initiated by an initial electron available in the PD sites like void. The electron
may be generated from the cathode due to radiation (photoelectric effect), high voltage assisted
emission or other emission process. Due to high electric field, the existing electron travel from
cathode to anode in accelerated manner. The electron may collide with gas atom. If the kinetic
energy of the electron is large enough (hot electron) then the collision will release another
electron and positive ion. A large amount of electrons traveling from cathode to anode while
ions from anode to cathode in the form of electron or ion avalanches. Both electrons and ions
flows contribute to the discharge current.
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Since the mass of electron is much smaller than ion, the speed of ion is much lower than
electron. The fact leads to the impulse PD current where electron mainly contributes to the
front while ions to the tail of the PD current as illustrated in figure 2(b).

(a)

3.
(b)
Figure 2. (a) Electron Generation and Flow (b). Typical PD Current Waveform
The typical magnitude of current is several µA to mA while time in ns. An example of PD
current waveform generated in a needle plane electrode system in air is shown in figure 1.
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Figure 3. Typical Discharge Current Pulse Wave Shape
(Needle-Lane Electrode, 4mm Separation)
As clearly shown in the figure, the PD current waveforms increased steeply at the front
within very short period of several ns and then decay at the tail in a period of about 100 ns. The
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sharp rise of the current was due electron flow traveled at high speed while the tail was mainly
due to the contribution of ions which travelled with much lower velocity. From the physical
phenomenon of the charges flow then the PD current waveforms can be expressed by using a
double exponential equation
I o (e   t  e  t )

(1)

The first term is due to ion flow while the second term is due to the electron. α is the
attenuation constant of ion current while β is the attenuation constant of electron current. The
PD waveform similar to that shown in figure 3 can be simulated using α and β as 0.15/ns
and 0.0416/ns respectively[16].
B. Partial Discharge Sources and Detection
PD may occur at electric field enhancement sites such as void or protrusion. The PD sites
can be classified into 3 types namely internal PD, surface PD and corona PD.
Internal discharges may appear in voids contained inside insulation. The shape, size and
position of the voids in the insulation strongly affect the magnitude and number of partial
discharges. Surface discharges occur at the surface of insulation with relatively short leakage
distance between electrodes under high electric field. The last discharge source is corona where
discharge takes place at the tip of conductor (typically protrusion on the conductor surface).
Since each discharge occurs with particular processes, the PD pattern of each source may show
specific properties such as their magnitude, phase of PD occurrence and PD number in certain
time range.
In the laboratory, the most common electrode arrangement for investigating partial
discharges is plane – needle system which is able to produce very high divergent filed around
the needle tip. The needle is located in insulation where PD behavior is under investigation
such as air, gas, liquid insulation as well as solid like polymeric insulation. The typical
curvature of the needle tip is 30o and the tip radius is 3 - 100 µm. A photograph of a needleplane electrode system with gap of 4 mm is shown in figure. With this geometry, sufficiently
high electric field can be easily obtained to generate discharges at the needle tip.
The electric field at the tip of the needle electrode is estimated by using the following
equation[17].
Em 

2V
 4d 
r ln

 r 

(2)

The impulse current as shown in fig can be integrated to obtain the charge associated with
the discharge. During PD process UV light is radiated. The intensity of the UV radiation
strongly correlates with the PD magnitude and number. PD pulses is a kind of impulse
phenomena. It acts as a knock to the material around the PD site resulting in a propagating
acoustic wave. This acoustic wave can be detected in equipments with tank structure such as
gas insulated sub station (GIS) or transformers. PD also associates with electromagnetic wave.
This wave propagates from the PD site outward the insulation system and therefore it can be
detected using antenna with particular frequency range such as ultra high frequency (UHF)
antenna which commonly used for PD measurement in GIS[18-21]. PD occurrence also
produced heat. The heat may heat up the surrounding insulation and causes an increase of
temperature.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4. (a) Needle-plane electrode system (b). high electric field around needle tip
The energy released by PD may degrade insulation and it can be used as diagnostic signals.
Dependent on the dominant signal in high voltage equipment, most suitable sensor can be
determined. Several sensors used in high voltage equipments can be summarized as follows:
Table 2 PD signal, sensor type and application
Sensor
HF CT
UHF Electrode,
Antenna
Coupling
Capacitor, RC
detector
Ultrasonic
sensor (AE)
UV camera,
Pockels sensor
IR Camera

Detected signal
Impulse
Current

Equipment
Cable, transformer

EM wave

GIS, Switchgear,
OH Lines

Voltage from
impulse current

Rotating Machines,
Cables

Sound/
Vibration

Transformer, GIS

UV Light
Heat (IR light)
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PD impulse current with high frequency can be detected using RC detector or high
frequency current transformer. RC detector integrates the impulse PD current into voltage.
Discharges occurred in the sample were detected with using PD detector consisting of a
capacitance Cd and resistor Rd as shown in figure 5.
Rk

Ca
Vd

Cp
Cd

Rd

Figure 5. RC detector for PD measurement
The detector acts as an integrator and thus the PD pulse signal is integrated by the detector
to obtain Vd. By using the measuring system discharge parameters such as magnitude,
frequency and the phase of discharge occurrence in the applied voltage cycles can be
determined.
Instrument used for measuring PD can be characterized by a transfer function Z(f) with
lower and upper limit frequencies f1 and f2. For wide band instruments, IEC 60270
recommends values, 30 kHz < f1<100 kHz, f2<500 kHz and 100 kHz < f2-f1<400 kHz. For
narrow band instruments the recommended values for bandwidth f2-f1 and mid band frequency
fm are 9 kHz < f2-f1<30 kHz and 50 kHz < fm < 1 MHz
The output voltage is integration of PD pulse (i.e. the PD charge) and can be expressed by
Vd (t ) 

1
Cd

t

 i(t ) dt

(3)

0

The value of output voltage Vd can be expressed by :
Vd (t) = K exp(-t)
(4)
Where
K

Cp
q
x
C p Ca
C p  Ca
Cd 
C p  Ca

(5)

In this case Cp << Ca and Cd >> Ca, therefore :
equation can be simplified as:

q
t 

Vd (t ) 
exp  
Cd
 Rd Cd 

(6)

or :
q  Vd .Cd
4. Partial Discharge Time Resolved Analysis
A. Time Resolved PD Analysis
Recent computer technology has increased the ability of measurement system in various
fields including in PD measurement. Computer-aided PD measurement systems enable to
measure and analyze of a tremendous amount of PD data in time series[22-23]. Every PD
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event can be measured and the obtained data can be retrieved. The PD parameters measured
were PD magnitude and its phase angle. Every PD pulse is represented by the charge (q) of the
PD and the phase (ɸ) of the applied voltage where the PD takes place.
In actual measurement, a large amount of PD pulses take place in a number of cycles can be
obtained in once measurement. The PD pulse in a number of successive cycles can be
represented in the form of PD pulse sequences as shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. Typical PD pulse sequences
PD may also be characterized by phase-charge-number (ɸ-q-n pattern) as shown in figure
(a). The three dimensional characteristics of the PD can be more understood by representing
the PD pulse in three dimensional figure as shown in (b).

(a)

(b)
Figure 7. (a) ɸ-θ-n pattern and (b). 3 dimensional representation of PD
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A ɸ-q-n pattern can be simplified into a ɸ-n pattern by taking the average PD number in a
given phase angle for c successive cycles. The average PD number in a phase window I can be
expressed as


n( ) 

j c
j 1

n j (i )

(7)

i

c
Here c is the number of successive cycles where PD pulses were measured.

Figure 8. ɸ-n pattern of PD
PD pattern can also be expressed in the form of f-q pattern by averaging the PD magnitude
of all cycles at each phase angle window. Average PD magnitude in a phase window i can be
obtained by


q( ) 
i

j c
j 1

q j (i )

(8)

c

Where qj(ɸi) is the PD magnitude of a PD pulse takes place in phase window I in a cycle
number j.
B. Partial Discharge Inception
Partial discharge inception can be defined as the phenomena relates with initial PD
occurrence. The voltage applied when initial PD takes place is called as PD inception voltage.
Generally, PD inception takes place in either negative or positive half cycle dependent on the
material and electrode system. Figure 9 shows ɸ-q-n pattern during PD inception obtained from
200 consecutive cycles (a) and PD pulses in 5 consecutive cycles (b) in transformer mineral oil
under needle-plane electrode system as shown in figure 4 at applied voltage of 10.34 kV. The
figures clearly show that at low applied voltage in excess of inception voltage PD took place at
several negative half cycles. No PD pulse was observed at positive half cycles. This result
indicated that negative PD pulses may occur more easily than positive PD.
Figure 10. shows ɸ-q-n patterns obtained from 200 consecutive cycles and PD pulses in 5
-q-n pattern
shows that positive PD started to occur and negative PD with higher magnitude happened at
slightly higher repetition rate. The pulse sequence shows that there are a positive and negative
PD pulses at positive and negative half cycles. This result indicated that negative PD pulses
may occur more easily than positive PD. The results clearly showed that the inception voltage
of positive PD is higher than negative PD.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 9. (a) ɸ-q-n pattern during PD inception and (b) PD pulses in 5 consecutive cycles in
transformer mineral oil at applied voltage of 10.34 kV

(a)

(b)
Figure 10. (a) ɸ-q-n pattern during PD inception and (b) PD pulses in 5 consecutive cycles in
transformer mineral oil at applied voltage of 10.48 kV
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C. Partial Discharge Patterns
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Figure 11. Typical ɸ-q-n and ɸ-n patterns of corona (a) void discharge (b) and electrical
treeing discharge (c) under sinusoidal applied voltage
Figure 11 shows typical ɸ-q-n and ɸ-n patterns of corona (a) void discharge (b) and
electrical treeing discharge (c) under sinusoidal applied voltage. As shown in figure 11 (a) for
corona PD, discharge pulses occurred at negative half cycles and concentrated around the peak
of the negative half cycle of the applied voltage. No phase shift was observed which indicated
that there was no evident role of space charge in the discharge process.
Figure (b) shows PD patterns in liquid. It is seen that both positive and negative discharges
took place around the peak of applied voltage. The figure also indicates that the magnitude of
positive discharge was higher than negative discharge. These results indicated that positive
discharges took place at higher over voltage than negative one. This asymmetrical behavior
reflects the asymmetrical role of electrode system in producing discharge in silicone oil. The
magnitude of discharge in both half cycles was proportional to the applied voltage.
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Figure (c) shows PD patterns due to treeing in solid. From the figure it is clearly seen that
discharge occurrence (repetition rate) was higher at around zero cross of applied voltage (high
the dv/dt) than that around peak (small dv/dt) of the applied voltage. These suggested the
important role of the time derivative of applied voltage (dv/dt) on the occurrence of treeing
discharges[24-25]. The figure also indicates a trend that PD magnitude increases with the
applied voltage.
The above experimental results clearly showed that PD patterns are dependent on their
sources. Each PD source has its own PD finger print which is very useful for PD diagnosis
system.
D. Multi Sources Partial Discharge and PD Superposition

(a)

Void PD

Treeing PD
(b)

(c)
Figure 12. (a) void and tree samples (b) individual PD patterns (c) superposition PD pattern
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PD pulses may take place in single or multiple sources. Time resolved PD patterns showed that
each PD source has its PD pattern. In actual high voltage equipment, it is common that PD
occur at more than one PD sites with different type. In order to clarify the PD superposition, an
experiment with void and electrical treeing was conducted. The sample is shown in figure 12
(a). Switch S1 and S2 can be used to select the PD source A (void) or B(treeing) to produce PD
under AC HV and measured by PD measuring system PDMS. To obtain superposition of PD
from void and treeing all switches were closed. For single sample, the measured individual PD
patterns are shown in figure 12 (b) while superposition of void and treeing PD is shown in
figure 12 (c). It is very clear that superposition PD in figure 12 (c) is can be obtained from PD
patterns in 12 (b).
E. Role of time derivative of applied voltage on PD
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Figure 13. Typical ɸ-q-n and ɸ-n patterns in solid material under (a) sinusoidal (b)
triangular and (c) rectangular voltages
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In general, PD is defined in AC voltage system. However, recently, PD in DC system was
also introduced [26-29]. Time derivative of the applied voltage plays important role in PD
occurrence. As an example, measured PD in solid insulation under different waveforms of
different time derivatives are shown in figure 13. Figure 13(a) shows the -q-n and -n patterns
of electrical treeing under sinusoidal voltage, while figure 13(b) shows the -q-n and -n
patterns of electrical treeing under triangular voltage and 13(b) shows -q-n and -n patterns of
electrical treeing under rectangular voltage. The figures clearly indicate that PD occurrence are
strongly dependent on the time derivative of the applied voltage (dv/dt). This facts reveal that
time derivative of applied voltage plays important role in generating PD. The PD pattern under
rectangular voltage in figure 13 (c) very clearly shows that PD pulses only appear at phase
angle with high dv/dt around the zero cross. This also implies that under DC system PD can be
observed when there is a certain level of dv/dt.
F. Partial discharge equivalent circuit and simulation
The phase-resolved measurement results and analysis on PD in oil it is clear that the PD
magnitude as well as the PD occurrence is dependent on the instantaneous applied voltage. The
positive PD probability is slightly smaller than negative PD. Under AC voltages, the
unsymmetrical behavior of PD in positive and negative half cycles we observed. Negative PD
pulses were observed first, and big positive PD pulses were observed at higher applied voltage.
The magnitude as well as discharge occurrences are greatly dependent on the instantaneous
applied voltage. The discharge behavior in oil can be explained by an equivalent circuit
consisting of a streamer capacitance in parallel with a spark gap and in series with the oil
capacitance. Based on the characteristics, equivalent circuit for PD in oil is proposed as shown
in figure 14. Whitehead has proposed a model of partial discharge in void[12]. This model has
been used extensively to explain the PD phenomena, however, this model could not be used to
explain several PD phenomena such as corona, discharge in GIS and treeing PD[30-32].
Electrode

Streamer

Ca
Cm

Oil
sample

Cb

Electrode

Figure 14. Equivalent circuit of streamer in silicone oil
Insulating oil is represented as capacitances. The PD site is represented by capacitance Cg
in parallel with a spark gap. Cb represented capacitance of the sound part of the insulation
while the rest of the sample is represented by dan Cm.
If the applied voltage is V(t) the voltage applied to the streamer before any discharge take
place is
Cb
(9)
Vg (t ) 
x V (t )
C g  Cb
Therefore the magnitude for the fisrt discharge can be expressed as
Q= Cg ( k V(t) – Vr))
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Since from the experimental results it was found that q reflected the value of V(t) this
indicated that the residual voltage after the discharge Vr is much smaller than kV(t). The
small residual voltage resulting in a small phase shift of PD occurence. Therefore, the PD
pulses concentrated around the peak of the applied voltage.
The determinant factor of early electron appearance is determined by random number that
represent stochastic occasion regarding the appearance of early electron. The random number
will be multiplied with the difference between applied voltage and inception voltage resulting
determinant factor of early electron appearance value.
P = (Vext – Vi).Rand.

(11)

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 15. Simulated Pulse sequences (a) ɸ-q-n pattern (b) and ɸ-n pattern (c) for streamer
discharges in liquid insulation under sinusoidal and triangular voltages
Where Vi is inception voltage and Rand is random number. The number of P will be
compared with positive/negative threshold of early electron appearance.
Positive/negative threshold of early electron appearance (T h) is a threshold that determines
whether there is early electron or not. Positive threshold is used in positive half cycle, and
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negative threshold is used in negative one. For half positive cycle, if determinant factor is
higher than positive threshold, early electron is exhibit and conduct PD phenomena. In half
negative cycles, the determinant factor should below negative threshold in order to exhibit
early electron that conducts PD.
Positive/negative threshold of early electron appearance depends on inception voltage and
applied voltage. The higher inception voltage result the higher positive threshold and the
smaller negative threshold of early electron appearance. So that early electron voltage that
trigger PD will getting hard to appear in an increasing inception voltage. Nevertheless,
increasing applied voltage will also decrease positive threshold and increase negative threshold
of early electron appearance. So that, the discharge will be easier to occur in higher applied
voltage rather than lower one. By using the model as shown in figure 14, computer simulation
of PD was done and the typical results under sinusoidal, triangular and rectangular voltages are
shown in figure 15. The simulated PD patterns are similar to those obtained from the
experiment. These indicate the validity of the proposed streamer discharge model.
5. Conclusions
Partial discharge in high voltage insulation has been investigated. By utilizing computerbased measurement system time-based PD can be measured, recorded and analyzed. The PD
data can be presented in various time-based patterns and can be used as finger prints of various
PD sources. The experimental results indicated that in general inception voltage of positive PD
is different with those of and negative PD dependent on the electrode system and material. The
experimental results also clearly showed that PD in a multi sources showed a superposition
characteristic. PD pattern from multi source events can be considered as the superposition of
individual PD pattern from each PD source. It is obvious that time derivative of the applied
voltage greatly affects the PD occurrence. It is probably that the time derivative of the applied
voltage relate with the electron generation to initiate each PD event. Based on the experimental
results PD equivalent circuit was proposed and for PD in liquid insulation was very similar to
those have been proposed by Whitehead. Based on the proposed equivalent circuit, PD
simulation was conducted and the phase-resolved PD patterns can be successfully generated
under various waveforms of applied voltages.
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